
How Artiffine Stores Hundreds of 
Gigabytes of NFT Collection Data 
on IPFS with Filebase

Artiffine offers a comprehensive solution that encompasses all aspects of a 

Web3 project, starting from the initial planning stages until after the launch. 

They provide a wide range of services, including Web3 strategy and concept 

consultation, legal analysis and compliance, full-scale custom development, 

marketing, and content creation. 

To store hundreds of gigabytes of data on IPFS for their clients, Artiffine needed 

a reliable, resilient IPFS pinning provider to assure that all NFT metadata files are 

available long-term. 

Introduction

As a creative agency, Artiffine specializes in constructing Web3 projects for a 

diverse range of brands and creators. Artiffine’s services include custom smart 

contracts, web and app design, legal analysis and agenda, and content 

creation for NFT collection creators. 

Case Study

About Artiffine

Spotlight:

Artiffine's Use-Case

“As a creative agency building NFT projects for a wide variety of clients, we need to 

pin gigabytes upon gigabytes of data to IPFS regularly, and we don’t have time for 

half-baked solutions. Any solution that we use for our clients needs to be consistent, 

rock-solid, and built to last. We need to be able to guarantee that the metadata 

associated with the NFT projects we are building will stay pinned to IPFS long-term.”

- Evan Vischi, Artiffine

https://www.artiffine.com/


“When we came across Filebase, we were so amazed at the straightforward 

interface, the flexibility, and the price point, that we were almost certain there 

would be a catch. There wasn’t.

It completely covered all of the bases for what we wanted in a decentralized 

storage solution, for much less than other solutions, and we knew we had to 

switch over immediately. And so we did, and haven’t looked back.”

- Evan Vischi, Artiffine

The Filebase 
Solution

Want to learn more about Filebase? Visit our website or contact our team:

hello@filebase.comhttps://filebase.com

Important Attributes That Contributed To Artiffine Choosing Filebase

High Data Availability 

and Resiliency

Easy-To-Use Web 

Console Interface

Flexible Workflows Using  

The S3-Compatible API

Filebase offers a geo-redundant IPFS pinning service that allows you to pin files 

to IPFS across multiple diverse geographic locations. All files uploaded to IPFS 

through Filebase are automatically pinned to the Filebase infrastructure with 3x 

replication across the globe. This ensures that your data is globally available and 

redundant at all times.
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